GIN RANGE
Aber Falls Rhubarb & Ginger £3.85

Sliced orange | Fever-Tree Mediterranean
With subtle spices and tart rhubarb, perfectly balanced by distinctive piney juniper notes, leaving
a warming sensation and complemented by a taste of ginger to finish.

Bathtub £3.80

Sliced orange | Fever-Tree Tonic
The initial focus is juniper, but the earthier botanicals make themselves known in the initial
palate too. Mouthfeel is exceptionally viscous and creamy

Brockmans £3.80

Pink grapefruit & blueberries | Fever-Tree Tonic
Traditional gin notes combined with refreshing influences of citrus and aromatic wild berry.
Intensely smooth, sensual and daringly different.

Boë Passion £3.80

Sliced orange | Fever-Tree Mediterranean
Orange peel, angelica, a zesty kick of passion fruit, subtle mint with black pepper balancing the
sweetness.

Boë Sweet Violet £3.80

Sliced orange | Fever-Tree Mediterranean
Boë Scottish Gin is infused with violets. The addition of violets creates a stylish gin with a light,
delicate taste and beautiful colour and aroma.

Forest £4.20

Grapefruit & rosemary | Fever-Tree Indian Tonic
Bold, floral aromas on the nose include gooseberry, raspberry and citrus with grass and oak
notes. Slightly dry finish with a soft and subtle green berries.

Served as 25ml measures excluding a tonic
Britvic Tonic | Slimline | Ginger Ale 200ml £2.00
Fever-Tree Tonic | Naturally Light | Mediterranean | Elderflower 200ml £2.20

Gin Copa

Served with 50ml of gin and a tonic of your choice.

All £8.25

ALLERGIES & INTOLERANCES
Before ordering drinks or food, please speak with a member of our staff about your dietary requirements.

Gordon’s Premium Pink £3.30

Mixed berries | Britvic Tonic
Gordon’s with the natural sweetness of raspberries and strawberries, with the tang of redcurrant,
served up in a unique blushing tone.

Hendrick’s £3.80

Cucumber | Fever-Tree Cucumber
Slightly sweet and silky smooth, with a burst of juniper and citrus.
Cumin, cracked black pepper and salty liquorice back notes.

Manchester Gin Raspberry £3.80

Raspberries & mint | Fever-Tree Mediterranean
Delicate yet slightly sweet gin that is perfect for a refreshing G&T. The aroma of the sweetest
raspberries and its look, make it unmistakable.

Martin Miller’s £3.75

Cucumber | Fever-Tree Tonic
Full citrus taste with juniper notes emerging through. Soft clean finish underpinned by warming
cassia notes giving a an enjoyable depth.

Monkey 47 £4.10

Sliced orange | Fever-Tree Mediterranean
With the distinct and pure scent of juniper, a tangy and crisp citrus note, a sweet, floral aroma, a
hint of peppery spices, subtle bitter fruit, and a deep and harmoniously balanced complexity with
a tremendously racy finish!

Opihr £3.95

Lime & ginger | Britvic
Opihr is a bold, intense, oriental gin. Smooth soft perfume notes, warm earthy spice background
balanced with a sharp burst of citrus.

Tanqueray £3.55

Fresh lime | Britvic Tonic
Piney juniper, cedar, lemon zest and coriander with crystallised fruit and subtle floral and rooty
notes.

Warner Edwards Rhubarb £3.90

Sliced orange | Britvic Tonic
Subtle aromas of rhubarb on the nose, notes of fresh earth. Intense palate of the rhubarb which
brings a lingering freshness to the finish.

